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Abstract

The abstract modeling of variability between members of a product family is nec-
essary for development with reuse and realized using variation points and optional
elements.

The UML can be easily extended in standardized ways. Therefore, even exten-
sions can be standardized in form of a UML profile.

With variation points and optional elements generic models in UML are devel-
oped. Thus they use all advantages of UML, e.g. tool support and standardization.
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1 Introduction

The modeling of software is very necessary for the development of large and complex
systems. Software models are abstractions from code, can serve as input for program
generators and provide documentation to developers as well. The Unified Modeling Lan-
guage (UML, [1]) is a standard modeling notation for software.

Modeling commonalities and variabilities is a key concept in development for reuse.
It helps identifying and systematically developing common parts for reusability and is
used in approaches for product lines and system families. The most common model
notation is that of feature diagrams. These model features as an abstract description of
the characteristics of a group of systems and focus on the end-user related properties of
systems.
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To realize such abstract product descriptions a so-called product line architecture is
build that represent a generic model. This generic model can be instantiated for each prod-
uct using generators or building individual products on top of a platform. The variability
in such a model is modeled using variation points (hot spots) that identify the location and
other attributes of differences between several products.

This paper is based upon a diploma thesis about modeling variabilities in UML [11].
The thesis conducts mostly all of the well-known modeling approaches (not completely
listed in the references, see [11]) for variability and develops a standard-conform exten-
sion to UML (version 1.4) for modeling features and variability without violating the
objectives of UML. Therefore the extensions are fully compliant with the specification
and can serve as basis for proposing a standardized UML extension (called profile).

This paper focuses on the application of the variability extensions for generic model-
ing in UML. A more specific description of the feature modeling extension can be found
in [12].

2 Generic Models in UML

Actually the UML is designed to model single software systems. But it defines mecha-
nisms for extensions that can be formally specified and these can be used for extending
the UML to describe generic models.

Generic models are used in domain engineering to describe product line architectures
or to develop system families. Such models contain explicitly modeled variability and
are instantiated for every product where the variabilities are bound. Therefore, variability
describes the differences between instances of the system modeled and needs to be bound
at specific points of time. The best known concept for modeling variability originates
from the field of product family engineering: variation points [2]. For special modeling
cases a more specific form of variation points can be identified: optional elements — the
simplest form of a variation point.

These generic models are just like normal models, but contain explicitly modeled
variability at so-called ‘hot spots’. These hot spots are build of variation points or optional
elements and describe the generality in the model — usually on a relatively high level of
abstraction.

From a bottom-up viewpoint the UML is already used in some modeling tools (e.g.
Together) to develop program code (almost skeletons) from models and vice versa (reengi-
neering). That indicates that it is possible to generate code from UML models. For this
reason UML models including variability described by variation points and optional ele-
ments can be regarded as generic models that are instantiated when the code is generated
from the model. Consequently the extensions developed could also be used to build such
generic models containing variability on a relative low level of abstraction. It seems to be
necessary to provide specific extensions for controlling program generators but these can



be realized simply with tagged values storing specific control settings.
Scalability problems of the resulting models should be resolved with tool support by

simply hiding less-important information (tagged values) of the model. This produces
specific views of an extensive model. The perceivability of UML models containing the
extensions described now is also improved using the scalability mechanisms described in
UML [1], e.g. viewing classes only with their name compartment.

2.1 Variation Points

A variation point (Vp) locates a variability and its bindings by describing several vari-
ants. Every variant is one way to realize that variability and bind it in a concrete way.
The variation point itself locates the insertion point for the variants and determines the
characteristics (attributes) of the variability.

For the extension we distinct between three parts of a variation point: the location of
the variability (named variation point), several variants, and a relationship between ev-
ery variant and the variation point. The relationship assigns every variant clearly to one
variation point. The variation point and variants are decorated with stereotypes, «varia-
tionPoint» respective «variant».

Due to some limitations by the UML metamodel we apply the stereotype «variation-
Point» to the model element containing the variability (in opposite to [3]). Thus the model
will not contain additional virtual model elements and can be directly used to generate
code fragments without special treatment.

Actually «variationPoint» and «variant» are specified for the metaclassGeneral-
izableElement . Thus the notion of variation points can be applied on classes, com-
ponents, packages, collaborations and associations. With this baseClass it is also ensured
that at least generalizations can be used to connect variants to the variation point (respec-
tive to implement it).

For further specification, «variationPoint» implies some tagged values determing the
binding time and multiplicity of variants. The latter determines how many variants can be
bound at binding time. The usage of each variant can be formally specified in a condition
that determines when the variant is to be included (in derived systems).

In addition to the attributes there may be interactions between variants and to other
model parts. They are modeled using dependencies and distinguished into mutual exclu-
sion (‘mutex’) and ‘requires’.

To document evolutionary constraints between elements, dependencies stereotyped
«evolution» can describe them. This is intended especially to support the evolution of the
model and the system [4]. A more sophisticated description of such interactions can be
found in [10].

Using the extension for variation points the assignment of each variant to the Vp is
modeled by the UML notation for the used implementation technique (e.g. generalization,
parameterization). As the implementation technique is not known from the beginning of



the modeling process, dependencies are used alternatively. In short: use dependencies if
the implementation technique is not yet determined, or the appropriate UML modeling
construct otherwise.

2.1.1 Multiple variation points

Assuming the example of a variation point in a single sorting component. It can be recog-
nized that there may be more than one variation, e.g. the sorting algorithm and the sorted
data types vary independently from each other. Thus it is necessary to be able to model
more than one variation point per model element.

To gain this ability the variation point notation is extended to support multiple vari-
ation points. This adaptation is only needed if there is more than one variation point —
otherwise the simplified notation can be used.

To distinguish them from each other every variation point needs a unique name that is
also useful for documentation. This name is used to unequivocally assign a variant to its
variation point. Technically this is realized by a tagged value in the variant that contains
the index of the concerned variation points name (also documented in a tagged value).

2.1.2 Graphical notation of variation points in UML

The usage of this extension is shown in figure 1. It models two variation points in a generic
sorting component. Variation point0 varies the sorting algorithm and distinguishes three
variants. As the implementation technique is not determined the variants are connected by
dependencies to the Vp. Sincesort contains more than one variation point, all variants
must contain the tagVariationPoint .

The second variation point (index1) varies the type of the data to sort and is realized
using parameterization. Therefore the variation points model element is modeled as a
template class and the variants are assigned to the Vp by template bindings.

Variantquick_sort of variation point0 also demonstrates the usage of a condition
for variant selection narrowing the variation space (see subsection 2.3 for further expla-
nation).

A real-world example for the usage of the extension is described in section 2.3. There
the variation point is located inPaymentInfo and realized using generalization as im-
plementation technique.

2.2 Optional Elements

Variation points always consist of at least two model elements (variation point and a single
variant). For some purposes this is still not appropriate or can not be applied. In such cases
optional elements can be used to specify model elements that are optionally included.



<<interface>>
<<variationPoint>>

sort

+sort(list:T[ ])

dataProcessor

<<variant>>
bubble_sort

<<variant>>
quick_sort1

<<variant>>
IntegerSort

<<variant>>
StringSort <String>

<<bind>> (Integer)

{ VariationPoint = 1,
Condition = 'dataformat==Integer' }

{ VariationPoint = 1,
Condition = 'dataformat==String' }

{ VpName[0] = 'algorithm',
BindingTime[0] = runtime,
Multiplicity[0] = 1..*,
VpName[1] = 'data type',
BindingTime[1] = development,
Multiplicity[1] = 1 }

T

{ VariationPoint = 0 }

{ VariationPoint = 0 }

<<variant>>
insert_sort

{ VariationPoint = 0 }

Figure 1: Example for multiple variation points

Their concrete inclusion can be specified with a condition analogous to variants; the
time when this decision (of existence) will have to be taken at latest is described in the
binding time. For the binding time five values are distinguished: atdevelopment time,
during systembuild , at installation time, at systemstartup , or atruntime .

An example for the notation of optional elements can be found in figure 2 below.

2.3 An example for a generic model in UML

The sample model shown in figure 2 shows the usage of variation points and optional el-
ements. The example has been taken from [11], where a piece of the eCommerce domain
– the order process – has been modeled. The diagram models a part of the data structures
to implement a simple order processing system.

It describes a single order consisting of several order items. Each item has an assigned
price calculated with a specific pricing method. For instance, list prices are taken from
the product information. The overall system optionally features contract-based pricing
with discount based or flat prices. This feature ‘contract-based pricing’ is only included
in highly qualified products and therefore marked as optional. As a result all system parts
concerning this feature can be removed at compilation of the system leading to more
compact binary code and less memory requirements.

The interdependency between the data class for discount storing and the existence



Order

<<optional>> - PackageNr : String

<<variant>>
Billing_Data

<<variant>>
CreditCard_Data

<<variant>>
Delivery_Data

{ BindingTime = development,
Condition = feature_selected (
'Package_Tracking_Support') }

<<optional>>
Contract

- contractPrice : double
- contractDiscount : double
- productGroup:String

{ BindingTime = development,
Condition = feature_selected (

'Contractbased') }

+calcPrice(p:Product):double

0..11 *

1

1

<<variationPoint>>
PaymentInfo

+ isCharged () : boolean
+ getExtraFee () : double
+ getVAT () : double
+ debit (amount : double)

{ BindingTime = runtime,
Multiplicity = 1 }

1

content

Product

- listPrice : double

+ getPrice() : double

<<enumeration>>
PriceMethod

listprice
discount

<<optional>> contractbased
{ BindingTime = development,

Condition = feature_selected (
'Contractbased') }

OrderItem

-pricemethod:PriceMethod
-price:double

+ getPrice():double

discount

Discount

+ calcDiscount(baseprice:double)

<<requires>>

Figure 2: Sample data model for an order process

of the appropriate payment method is modeled by the dependency «requires» between
Contract and the enumeration elementcontractbased of PriceMethod .

Another feature dealing with the tracking of delivery is realized in the attributePack-
ageNr of an order and only included if this feature is supported by the application. The
used functionfeature_selected() serves as a reference to a higher-ranking feature
diagram determing the existence of features.

The payment status of an order is stored viaPaymentInfo . It is identified as a varia-
tion point with distinct behavior and data for every payment method. Thus every payment
method is a variant and realized in a class that is a specialization of thePaymentInfo
class.

3 Integrating Feature Modeling

For a systematic development for reusability the first step should be the explicit recogni-
tion of the features of the target system. These should be modeled in a feature model with
an accentuation on the variabilities as known from domain engineering approaches [5, 7].
For generic models the feature model organizes the implemented variability as proposed
in [6]. It also enables the modeling of configurations in UML but this is beyond the scope



of this paper.
Using the extension feature models can be described in UML. This notation supports

all known kinds of diagram notations and additionally enables the use of UML typical
concepts, e.g. constraints and the OCL. Further information on modeling features with
UML can be found in [12].

For generic models it provides a way for abstract modeling of dependencies between
several system parts [10]. Caused by the nature of features it also can model non-
functional requirements, e.g. aspects or implementation techniques.

Features should be used to organize the variability expressed in the model. This can
be realized using conditions in variable elements and is documented using UML abstrac-
tions (e.g. «trace» for traceability). There will be some more research on configuration
modeling in UML and its application on generic models.

4 Usage of these extensions

Using variation points and optional elements generic models are described in UML. The
extensions explicitly document variability in a system and provide a way to systematically
develop with reuse.

It also includes possibilities to develop generators that produce system parts from
generic UML models. There may be a need for more detailed specifications of variability
to control such generators. These can be easily realized with the extension mechanisms
of UML, namely stereotypes and tagged values.

One necessary step towards this will be the need for an integrated configuration mod-
eling. There are some ideas but first the general usability and acceptance of the extensions
needs to be verified.

5 Summary

The overall aim is to develop a standardized extension to UML that unifies the several
existing notations and enables a broader awareness and usability of development with
product lines/families.

Actually it provide a consistent, well-specified and uniform modeling notation that
can be used for almost all known product line approaches and is extensible for further
special purposes. It also enables the usage of the advantages of UML for system family
development and provides a consistent notation for all modeling steps.
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